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Abstract: Tracer study is a study of tracer traces of graduates or alumni carried out to alumni after graduation. The obstacle faced by STMIK Abulyatama in conducting a tracer study is at the time of data collection, currently collecting data manually by distributing questionnaires and telephone interviews with alumni and companies. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a complete E-Tracer study service, which can provide information for higher education institutions for the benefit of curriculum improvements, trace alumni in detail and determine user satisfaction of college graduates. The research objectives are; (1) To find out the alumni information system using a web-based programming language, (2) Designing an alumni management information system using Data Flow Diagrams (DAD) and programming languages such as HTML, CSS, JQuery, JSON, PHP and MySQL as databases, and (3) To improve the existing system to be even better, by building an information system that can improve performance on alumni data collection at Abulyatama University. The stages in the research consist of; literature study, data collection, systems analysis, system development, and report generation. Based on the results of the alumni information system analysis, it can be seen that until now it is still done manually. The author can conclude several things, namely; (1) With a Web-Based Alumni Information System, it is hoped that it will make work easier and accurate and more time-efficient information can be obtained, (2) The use of a manual system has limitations in the data search process, because the data is still stored in archive form, (3) Difficulty in updating the latest data for publication to the public, and (4) With this application, it is expected to simplify and speed up the administrative process at Abulyatama University.
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1. Introduction

Tracer study is a study of tracing the traces of graduates or alumni carried out to alumni after graduation [1,2]. Tracer study aims to determine educational outcomes in the form of transition from higher education to the world of work [3,4], educational outputs namely self-assessment of mastery and acquisition of competence, educational process in the form of evaluation of the learning process and contribution of higher education to competency acquisition and educational input in the form of further excavation of the graduate's sociobiographical information [5,6,7]. Currently in Indonesia, the number of open unemployment according to data from the 2016 Indonesian Manpower Statistics is 7,024,172 people and 13.4% of them are educated unemployed (graduates of Diploma and S1 programs) (http://www.bps.go.id). There are several things that are the cause of the high unemployment rate with higher education, including the mismatch between the acquisition of educational competence and the needs/requirements of the available job opportunities, or the imbalance between demand and supply, as well as the quality of human resources produced. From these data, it can be seen that graduates with job demands can be different, and this makes universities must be precise and fast in seeing the condition of graduates by mapping alumni with a tracer study information system [8].

Tracer study is one of the activities that must be carried out by all universities in Indonesia, as a form of supervision of graduates that have been produced by universities, in the sense that each university must be able to continue to improve its implementation [9]. In the process of study activity this tracker first actually conducts a collection of questionnaires about graduates who have worked, to find out how long an alumni can get a job after graduation, and several questionnaires for input to campus related to work and study [10,11]. Universities need to search data for graduates, this data can be used for various needs. A media is needed to connect faculty graduates or graduates with other graduates so that they can be interconnected [12,13]. However, this is constrained because most universities have difficulty recruiting alumni data even though it has been carried out in various media. A more effective alternative media is needed to collect graduate data [14,15]. The obstacle faced by universities in conducting tracer studies is at the time of data collection. Some universities still collect data manually by distributing questionnaires and telephone interviews with alumni and companies. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a complete E-Tracer study service, which can provide information for...
higher education institutions for the benefit of curriculum improvement, detailed alumni tracking and to find out user satisfaction of college graduates [16,17].

Tracer study Kemenristek Dikti has issued a Tracer Study Standard Questionnaire Form 2017 which can be downloaded on the page http://Tracerstudy.ristekdikti.go.id/index.php/site/unduh as a reference in making the questionnaire [18]. But the most interesting thing here is, where a web-based application for Tracer study is not provided for free. Most universities have complex problems such as lack of funds, facilities to human resources in the IT field, which makes Tracer study not widely used or spread on various College Websites. Regarding this, it is hoped that the web-based e-Tracer study can be used by Abulyatama University. From the description above, the research objectives are; 1) To find out the alumni information system using a web-based programming language, 2) Designing an alumni management information system using Data Flow Diagrams (DAD) and programming languages that support the development of a web, and 3) To improve the existing system to be more even better, by building an information system that can improve performance on alumni data collection at Abulyatama University.

2. Background and Analysis

To assist in the preparation of this research, it is necessary to have a clear framework for the stages. This framework is the steps that will be taken in solving the problems that will be discussed. The research framework used is as shown in Figure 1.

This research was conducted at the University of Abulyatama which is located at Blang Bintang Lama Street, KM. 8.5, Lampoh Keude, Aceh Besar District, Aceh Province. As for the special place of research is the management of alumni. In writing this proposal, the author uses several methods. Field Research is to obtain data directly from the research site so that the data needed in this research is the actual data obtained when the research was conducted. Software development is the latest industry, in an industry, development and growth is really needed to be better. Software development in a company is more than just writing code. Collaboration with other teams and team members with various specialties, is an additional step in documenting the software development process. The Linear Sequential Model, often called the Air Waterfall Model, is the oldest and most widely used software engineering paradigm [18,19]. This model proposes a systematic and sequential approach to software development that starts at the system level and progresses throughout analysis, design, code, testing, and maintenance [20,21,22].
3. Result and Discussion

The Alumni Information System that the author designed consists of several stages, namely input design, output design, database implementation, and process design. The author hopes that this design will make it easier for every user, especially the tracer study section or the so-called alumni section. This input design consists of several program files, namely: 1) Alumni Entry Program, 2) Questionnaire Entry Program, 3) Faculty Entry Program, 4) Study Program Entry Program, 5) News Entry Program, 6) Gallery Entry Program, 7) User Entry Program, 8) Slider Entry Program, and 9) Category Entry Program. In designing this software using several database files that are interconnected with one another and use key fields to prevent repetition of the same data. Defining fields is used to explain and distribute fields according to the tables that have been obtained according to what is obtained, so that we can implement it into a computer-based application. Alumni Information System Using PHP MySql Application is basically not much different from the old system, the difference is the media and the equipment it uses. In inputting alumni data and questionnaires as well as other data processing, a new design system that uses a computerized application. In running the alumni information system requires workers who can operate computers so that it is easy to process information. The workforce needed to run this application, only one person is needed, and it is necessary to provide training and skills on using the application. Implementation is the stage where the system is ready to be operated at the actual stage, so that it will be known whether the system that has been made is actually as planned. In the implementation of this software, it will be explained how this system program works, by giving the appearance of the system or application created. The implementation of this application consists of several pages that have their own functions. The pages will appear sequentially in the order that has been programmed. The results of the design can be seen in Figure 3 below:
5. Conclusion

Based on the results of the alumni information system analysis, it can be seen that until now it is still done manually. The author can conclude several things as follows:

1) The system can be used to manage the results of tracer studies conducted online properly because the data is centralized on one server and can be searched at any time when needed.

2) The system can make it easier for alumni to provide information about the alumni concerned to STMIK Abulyatama for further data that becomes very valuable data to determine policies to be taken by management in order to improve the quality of graduates.
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